Greetings!

We are very pleased to announce Dr. Elaina George as Friday's Keynote lunch speaker at BRI's 2017 5th Annual Leadership Conference in St. Louis.

Dr. George has an impressive medical training resumé. She is a Board Certified Otolaryngologist, graduated from Princeton University with a degree in Biology, and received her Masters degree in Medical Microbiology from Long Island University. With a medical degree from Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York, Dr. George completed her residency at Manhattan, Eye Ear & Throat Hospital. Her training included general surgery at Lenox Hill Hospital, pediatric ENT at The NY-Presbyterian Hospital, and head and neck oncology at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center.

Beyond her medical knowledge, Dr. George is a private-practice small business owner. As such, she has a unique perspective on the problems of healthcare delivery, the true costs of healthcare and viable solutions. She speaks out about the problems and the solution on many platforms, including her own talk radio show on America's Web Radio, Medicine on Call. She has also appeared on numerous television shows, including Your World with Neil Cavuto, Newsmax, and Frances and Friends.

2017 Leadership Conference
What can you do?

If you're a medical student interested in preserving the patient-doctor relationship and healthcare freedom, please check out BRI's upcoming conference and see if it appropriate to apply to attend on a scholarship.

If you're not a medical student, but you are interested in supporting the conference, please click on the link below and make as generous a contribution as you can. Every $1,000 gets another student to the conference to hear amazing speakers like Dr. George, and become inspired to get involved in transforming healthcare policy.

Yes! I want to support the conference!

Stay tuned for more speaker updates!
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